McClelland
from Home

Tai Snaith is an artist and writer based in
Melbourne. She has five books published
with Thames and Hudson, including her most
recent title You Might Find Yourself.
Tai also loves playing with food and creating
pictures from ‘squiggles’ on her instagram
@taisnaith_books
In this activity with Tai Snaith, we are going to
think about public sculpture.

Food sculptures
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Take a piece of food. It could be
anything, just be mindful of not
wasting edible food. It could be an
old, stale piece of bread that you
slice up, or the fruit you’re about to
eat, or the peels from the veggies
you’ll have for dinner.
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Play around with it until you find an
interesting form or series of forms.
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Think about scale and light. Think
about composition. Find a small
figure to photograph your sculpture
with to show the proposed scale.
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To learn more about McClelland’s
public sculptures, which are
commissioned for the Peninsula
Link freeway…

click here
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And as it’s a public sculpture, you can name your sculpture and decide
where it could be displayed. Will it be exhibited on the highway or in the
middle of a forest? Or maybe in front of a school or in a public park?
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Share your sculpture
Show your art to the world! Choose your
favourite pictures and share them on
Instagram or Facebook. Don’t forget to tag
@McClellandFromHome and use the hashtag
#McClellandFromHome. You can use an
app such as Snapseed to make a collage if
you like. We will publish a selection on our
dedicated Instagram page, and you will go
into the draw to win some great art materials
from our education partner, Micador.

John Meade with Emily Karanikolopoulos, Love Flower 2019
Peninsula Link Freeway

Tai has created some
examples to help get us
thinking about making a
sculpture.

From bread…

From carrot…

From mandarin…

McClelland From Home:
the rules and the way we
will use your images

Giveaway rules

Questions

For your chance to win the Micador art
materials, simply complete this activity at
home and post your photos on Instagram
with the hashtag #McClellandFromHome.

If you have any questions, please get in touch
with us via email and we will endeavour to
get back to you as quickly as possible.
Email: education@mcclellandgallery.com

If you don’t have an Instagram
account, or your account is a private
one, simply email your photos to
education@mcclellandgallery.com and
we will upload them.

Disclaimer

The McClelland Gallery team will review
all photos with this hashtag and share
the most captivating and inventive photos
in our online education gallery on the
@McClellandFromHome Instagram page.
Then it is up to the McClelland community!
Follow @McClellandFromHome to share and
promote your photo, and the photo which
receives the greatest response in our online
gallery by the following Friday will be the
lucky winner.
Winners will be notified every second Friday
for the previous fortnight’s activity.

By using the hashtag #McClellandFromHome, you are
granting McClelland Sculpture Park+Gallery permission
to share the submitted images on McClelland’s
Instagram accounts, including @McClellandgallery
and @McClellandFromHome. McClelland reserves the
right to select or withdraw at its discretion images to
display on its virtual galleries as well as the right to
use, modify and/or reproduce submitted images and
associated content on other media platforms (including
but not limited to the McClelland website, McClelland’s
Facebook account, and brochures) for educational and
marketing purposes.

